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In (Aduan. Appl. Math. 3 (1982), 1-17; 265-287) W. A. Beyer and P. R. Stein 
presented some rich ideas and results on the metric properties of period doubling 
for iterations of symmetric trapezoidal functions that are unimodal in the sense of 
W. A. Beyer, R. D. Maudlin, and P. R. Stein (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 115 (1986), 
305-362). However, a few corrections to W. A. Beyer and P. R. Stein should be 
made, and they are presented below (we ignore misprints). D 1987 Academic PISS. IX. 
1 
Lemma 3.3 of [l, p. 81 should read: 
LEMMA 3.3. There exist positive numbers cl and c2 (possibly dependent on 
e,) such that, for n suficiently large and e _< 0.99, 
cl 5 { (Z,-‘;)I.f~(Z,-,, e)l 5 cl, (3.9) 
Note that, in the proof of this lemma, gfi(znpl, e) + gi(zn-l, e) < 0 and 
lim [z;?;(gt(z,_l,e) + gi(Zn-~Te,)l = O. n+m (3.17) 
Thus, even though, for some c5, c6 > 0, c5 s ze2”hi(z) I c6 and zP2’hz(z) 
is bounded uniformly in n, 
may be 0. However, for n sufficiently large, this g.1.b. is positive because we 
can choose n so large that 
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is as small as we please. Then (3.9) holds for n sufficiently large. In 
addition, the 2’s on lines 9, 15, and 18 of [l, p. 93 should be replaced by 
2/e. 
2 
Lemma 1 of [2, p. 2741 should read: 
LEMMA 1. If the R-purity of P is odd, then: 
(4 For x < 1, fpcnj(x, A, 1) = fpcn,(L A, 1) + (1 - x)[l + 
(- l)qP2”-’ I* 
(b) For x > 1, fpcnj(x, L 1) = fpcn,(l, A, 1) + (1 - x)[l + 
(- 1)“XJq. 
If the R-parity of P is even, then the conclusions in (a) and (b) should be 
interchanged. 
This lemma is a immediate consequence of the expression defining 
fpcnj(x, X, 1). Similarly, Theorem 1 [2, p. 2741 should be reworded as 
follows: 
THEOREM 1. If the R parity of P is odd, then: 
(4 For x E bL9 11, fpc2mj (x, A, 1) = 0 has the same real roots us 
fp(lm-l)(X, h 1) = 0. 
(b) Fiew x E L x,4, fpc2,,,+lj (x, A, 1) = 0 has the same real roots as 
fp(Zm)k x9 1) = 0. 
If the R-parity of P is even, then the conclusions in (a) and (b) should be 
interchanged. 
A proof of (a) is given in [2, p. 2751 for P of odd R-parity. Here we give a 
proof for x E [xL, l] and P of even R-parity. The proof of (b) is analogous 
to that of (a). 
Proof: From Lemma 1, 
f p(Zm+l)b? XT 0 = fp(2m+l) (1, X,1) + (1 - X)[l - xp2*“]. 
From 
f p(2m+l)09 hl) = f,p& A, 1)[1 - hp22m-'l, (3.3) 
using Lemma 1 we get 
fp(lm)(l, w =fp@&, a> - (1 - x)[l + x~22m-‘l. 
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Therefore, 
f p(2m+I)(X, AA) = [1 - Wm-’ lf,c*,,o, Ll) + (1 - x)[l - Xq, 
= 1 - hP22rn-l 
[ ](fp(2m)(X, X,1) -(l -x)[1+xP22m-L]], 
+(1 - x)[l - Vq, 
= 1-hP [ 22m-11 fP(2&~ A, 0. Q.E.D. 
3 
The statement following (3.4) on lines 17,18 of [2, p. 2731, “Thus rpCn)(X) 
is the sum of those terms of fpcnj(x, A, 1) which are independent of x.” 
should be deleted, and the two statements following (3.6) should become: If 
the R-parity of P is odd (even) and n is odd (even), then (1) rp.“)(h) is the 
sum of those terms of j&)(x, A, l), where x -C 1, which are independent of 
x, and (2) x,(X) is just that value of x < 1 which makes the triangle 
polynomial zero. Similarly, if the R-parity of P is odd (even) but n is even 
(odd), then (1) and (2) hold for x > 1. On the other hand, x,+r = x, < 1 if 
the R-parity of P is odd (even) and n is odd (even), and x,,+~ = x, > 1 if 
the R-parity of the P is odd (even) but n is even (odd). These changes are 
necessary because the leading term of fpcnj(l, A, 1) depends upon the 
R-parity of the pattern P and the parity of n. 
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